For help with math in mathematics class, go to the Math Skills Center.

For help with math in a QRE class, go to the QRC.

For help writing about numbers, go either to the Writing Center or the QRC.

For help reading or creating graphs, go to the QRC.

For help finding or evaluating data, go to a data librarian.

For help merging or cleaning data, go either to the QRC or the DataSquad.

For help analyzing data in a QRE class, go to the QRC.

For help analyzing data in a statistics class, go to the Stats Lab.

For help analyzing data for comps or other research, go to the QRC.

For help using R in a QRE class, go to the QRC.

For help using R in a statistics class, go to the Stats Lab.

For help using R for comps or other research, go to the QRC.

For help with Excel or Sheets, go to the QRC.

For help making maps, go to the GIS Lab.

For help with qualtrics, email Paula Lackie.